Access Information / Area Map

Access from Okayama Airport

**Bus:**
Take a bus bound for “Okayama Station Sports Park Gate (west exit)” at No. 2 bus stop and get off at “Okayama Daigaku Suji” (approx. 30 minutes) and then 7 minutes on foot.

Access from JR Okayama Station

**Taxi:** 7 minutes from Okayama Station Sports Park Gate (west exit)
**JR Tsuyama line:** 10 minutes by walk from Hōkain Station
**Bus:**
No. 22 bus stop, JR Okayama Station Sports Park Gate (west exit) Bus Terminal:
Take a bus route No. 47 bound for “Okayama Rika Daigaku” and get off at “Okadai Nishimon”. (approx. 7 - 10 minutes)

No. 7 bus stop, JR Okayama Station Korakuen Gate (east exit) Bus Terminal:
Take a bus route No. 16 bound for “Tsukadai Danchi · Handayama Haitsu”, a bus route No. 26 bound for “Okayama Medical Center”, a bus route No. 36 bound for “Karakou Guchi”, or a bus route No. 86 bound for “Untenmenkyo Center” and get off at “Okayama Daigaku Suji”. (approx. 10 minutes) and then 7 minutes on foot.

*We recommend using buses which leave from west exit because those are convenience than buses which leave from east exit.